Choose the correct word.

- This is a ______ about a lion and a mouse. (tail tale)
- The wind ______ the leaves off the trees. (blue blew)
- He ate the ________ pizza. (whole hole)
- She ________ her horse across the park. (lead led)

Add the missing letters. Choose from ‘ee’ or ‘ea’.

- I will m ____ t you at the school gate.
- Apples are ch ______ p this week.
- The boys are fishing in the cr ___ k.
- I would like a cup of hot t ___.

Answer the questions.

- Would you eat a pair or a pear? _________
- Would a plane or a plain fly overhead? _________
- Would you see a whale or a wail in the sea? _________
- Would you have a pane or a pain in your leg? _________

Find and fix the spelling mistake in each sentence.

- Mrs Beck’s sun is five years old. _________
- The children are standing in rose. _________
- Dad will by a new car. _________
- Were are you going on Sunday? _________

Spelling Challenge

Write the first letter of each picture then spell your own word.
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Complete the sentences correctly.

- There were two letters in my m _____ box.
- Today is sunny and the sky is b _____.
- If it r _____, we will have to play inside.
- Mum said we c _____ go to the movies.
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Colour the correct word in the brackets.

- Mum will (so  sew) a button on my coat.
- There is a (knot  not) in my shoelaces.
- I will (rap  wrap) her gift in gold paper.
- Do you (thick  think) it will rain today?
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Write sentences to show the meanings of these words.

hole: __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

whole: _________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Spelling Challenge

Use the letters in this word to make new words.

plaster

Score five points for each correct word.

My score: _____
**Worksheet A**

1. tale, blew, whole, led
2. meet, cheap, creek, tea
3. pear, plane, whale, pain
4. son, rows, buy, where

**Spelling Challenge**

Answers will vary.

---

**Worksheet B**

1. sale: male, pale, tale, whale; day: way, stay, may, play; bee: see, tree, free, three; meet: feet, sheet, greet, street
2. mailbox, blue, rains, could
3. sew, knot, wrap, think
4. Answers will vary.

**Spelling Challenge**

plaster

3 letters: ape, apt, are, art, asp, ate, ear, eat, era, lap, let, pal, par, pat, pea, per, pet, rap, rat, sap, sat, sea, set, spa, tap, tar, tea

4 letters: apes, arts, earl, ears, east, eats, eras, laps, last, late, leap, lets, pale, pals, pare, part, past, pats, peal, pear, peas, peat, pelt, pert, pest, pets, plea, raps, rapt, rasp, rate, rats, real, reap, rest, sale, salt, sate, seal, sear, seat, slap, slat, spat, star, step, tale, tape, taps, teal, tear, trap

5 letters: alert, alter, earls, lapse, laser, later, leaps, leap, least, paler, pales, pares, parts, paste, peals, pearl, pears, peals, petal, plate, pleas, pleat, rates, reaps, slate, slept, spare, spate, spear, splat, stale, stare, steal, strap, tales, taper, tapes, tears, traps